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Management Professionalism – 2
“Certain actions on the part of managers and supervisors will cause problems for the club. The
following basic guidelines will help you avoid problems and set the proper example for those you
lead.


No fraternization with members. Leaders should avoid fraternization with members beyond
the bounds of their jobs. It is always necessary to have some professional distance from any
person or group to whom you have work-related obligations. While you should always treat
members with courtesy, avoid socializing with them. Such personal relationships may create
subtle obligations on your part and will certainly create the appearance of favoritism and/or
compromised judgment among other members. These will ultimately lead to resentments and
antagonisms, further complicating your already challenging position.



No waste, fraud, or abuse. Abide by the highest ethical standards. If you cut corners and
bend the rules when it comes to safeguarding the assets of the club, you can expect your
employees will do likewise. This is particularly important in regards to your personal
productivity. Don't expect your employees to work hard if you don't set the example. Abuse
any privilege associated with your position and risk the loss of your employees' respect.



No disclosing confidential information. Never share confidential personnel or disciplinary
information. What happens at the workplace should stay there. While it is impossible to
control the rumors and gossip circulating among staff, you can maintain confidentiality and not
engage in this activity yourself. Information about the club, such as financial statements,
operating statistics, and internal problems should not be disclosed to persons or organizations
external to the business.



No complaining to employees. Leaders shoulder the burden of many responsibilities. When
things are not going well, it is all too easy to seek out someone with whom to share the
burden. This someone should never be one of your employees. A major requirement of
leaders is to possess the maturity to understand the potential negative consequences of
confiding anxieties, doubts, and grievances to subordinates.



No favors from vendors. Frequently, managers will be offered favors and gifts by vendors.
These may be in the form of seemingly small personal items, free products for personal use,
gifts at holidays or on birthdays, tickets to concerts or sporting events, or invitations to parties
to thank you for your patronage. While these may be genuine expressions of appreciation,
they create problems for the leader. Even in subtle ways they cloud your judgment, making it
difficult to be truly objective in your purchasing decisions. Accepting even small favors starts
you down a slippery path. At what point do you say no, when you have repeatedly said yes?”

Ed Rehkopf, What I Expect from My Club Management Team
Discussion Points: Discuss each of the points above to ensure managers understand the
full implications of these important matters.
Take Away: Leaders act professionally at all times. If they don’t, their employees won’t.
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